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Rationale and Objectives

Rationale:
This study was undertaken in response to a Letter of Understanding contained in Appendix J of
the Memorandum of Agreement signed in June 1998 between the Education Negotiating Agency
and the Prince Edward Island Teacher’s Federation which, in part, stated “ The parties agree
that the Minister of Education will undertake to have an independent broad based study done
by a researcher(s) mutually agreed upon with the Federation. This study will review the roles
of in-school administrators, the adequacy of the administrative support and the time available
to carry out those roles”.

Project objectives:
1

To examine administrative roles of in-school administrators.

2

To examine administrative support roles of school secretaries.

3

To examine the roles of in-school administrators from the perspective of
priority of time allocated to different dimensions of administrative roles viz a viz
priority of time perceived to be desirable

4

To identify areas of administration that administrators perceive to have become
more time demanding.

5

To examine the time available for administration and administrative support in the
schools.

6

To identify perceived solutions for improving the priorizing of administrative time to
the various dimensions of administration.
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Method
All principals, vice-principals and school secretaries were invited to participate in the study through
the completion of an advance survey with a follow-up interview to discuss survey responses and to
obtain a sense of context and meaning impossible to obtain through the survey responses alone. A
secondary reason for the interviews was to ensure a high participation rate typically difficult to
obtain through normal survey methods.
Samples of the surveys used are in Appendix B. The surveys for principals and vice-principals are
similar except that vice-principals were asked to provide detail on administrative tasks assigned and
principals were asked for staffing and administrative/secretarial work load information. The survey
items relating to time utilization were modelled after those used in a 1999 survey of in-school
administrators carried out by the New Brunswick Teachers’ Association. The final versions of the
surveys were developed following field testing in two schools to obtain feed-back on clarity of
instructions and overall design.
Appendix B also contains a sample of the letter that accompanied the surveys sent to all school
principals and vice principals. A letter of support for the project was also sent to in-school
administrators by the PEI Teachers’ Federation. Support for the project as it involved the school
secretaries was also obtained from CUPE Local 1770 though initial misunderstandings in this
matter led to some difficulties in getting unqualified participation from all secretaries. Calls were
subsequently made to each school principal to arrange a school visit to interview each participant
separately.

Results and Discussion
All 66 schools were visited during the months of January, February and March. All 65 principals
(one administrative consolidation of two schools) were interviewed as well as 78 of the 79 viceprincipals and 72 of the 86 school secretaries. One vice-principal was out on maternity leave and 14
secretaries were missed due to absences during the time of visit or scheduling problems. Completed
surveys were received from two of the secretaries missed for a total of 74. All interviews were held
individually.
The school visits and interviews were invaluable in providing a context and additional information
about survey responses. They provided an excellent opportunity to ensure greater consistency in
interpreting survey questions and to obtain information respondents did not include when initially
completing the survey. For example, several respondents did not include the week before school
opens in September when reporting the time put into work related duties during the summer; they
thought it shouldn’t be counted because it was an expected part of the job. Respondents were very
cooperative in adjusting their schedule to accommodate the interviews and were willing participants
in the process.
The visits and interviews also highlighted the diversity that exists among Island schools. Each has
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its own reality defined by such factors as geographical location, size, grades housed, programs
offered, community expectations, experience of administrative and other staff, etc. Further diversity
was apparent due to differences in size, organization, expectations and operational practices of the
three school boards. This diversity adds complexity to any study on school administration and
requires caution be exercised in generalizing from results.
Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix A provides data on schools according to size and type. For the purposes
of this report the administrative consolidation of two schools will be considered as one school.
Section 1- Principals and Vice-principals:
1.1

Gender

Figure 1- Principal Gender By School Size

Figure 2 - Vice-principal Gender By School Size

Gender information was gathered on respondents so that data analysis by sex could occur. The
male:female ratio of principals and vice-principals is almost the same: 39:26 (60%:40%) for
principals and 44:33 (57%:43%) for vice-principals. Figures 1 and 2 show in graph form the
gender relationships by school size.
It is significant to note the relatively higher percentage of males in principalship and viceprincipalship positions in larger schools. Examining gender by school type, there is a greater
percentage of female principals in grades 1-3/6 schools and a greater percentage of female viceprincipals in grades 1-3/6 and grades 1-8/9 schools. Tables 3-6 in Appendix A provides more detail.
1.2

Qualifications:

Data on qualifications and experience of principals and vice-principals were gathered to enable
analyses on those criteria. Figure 3 is a frequency distribution chart showing degrees held by
principals and vice-principals. 76.1% of male principals and 65.4% of female principals (72.3% in
total) hold at least one masters degree. The qualifications profile of vice-principals is significantly
lower with 52.3% of males and 27.3% of females (41.6% in all) holding at least one masters degree.
In addition, 80% of the principals and 71% of the vice-principals indicated recent involvement with
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one or more local and regional seminars, workshops and institutes in educational administration such
as the New Principal Induction Program, IDEAS, Leader 1,2,3, LEAP, the Saskatchewan Module
and DSS. These respondents were very positive about the practicality and usefulness of these
programs, particularly the opportunity they afford to discuss issues of common concern and to
establish networks for future communication.

Figure 3- Administrator Degrees by Frequency

Figure 4- Administrator Teaching Experience By Frequency
(As of June 1999)

Figures 7-10 in Appendix A show a further analysis of principal and vice-principal qualifications by
school size and type.
1.3

Teaching Experience:

Figure 4 is a frequency chart of administrators according to teaching experience categories. It is
significant to note that 62.5% of current principals and 45.5% of current vice-principals will have 35
years of service within 9 years from June 2000. Considering age eligibility for retirement and other
reasons for leaving teaching/administration, the number of principals and vice-principals to be
replaced over the next nine years will exceed those percentages.
Tables 11 and 12 in Appendix A show principal and vice-principal teaching experience according to
school size and gender. It is interesting to note that there is very little average teaching experience
difference between male and female principals or male and female vice-principals.
1.4

Administrative Experience:

The data in figures 5 through 8 show 18.75% of principals and 23.68% of vice-principals are in their
first year. An additional 15.1% of principals and 3.59% of vice-principals are in a different school.
Thus, in the 1999-00 school year there has been a principal change in 33.85% of schools and a viceprincipal change in 27.27%. The tendency of vice-principals to transfer is much lower indicating a
general preference to remain in their current school unless moving to a principalship.
Tables 13 to 18 in Appendix A provide further breakdowns by gender for principals and vicePage 4 of 37

principals in terms of experience in present school, experience as principal/vice-principal and total
administrative experience. The significantly higher percentage of males with 10 or more years of
administrative experience is noteworthy compared to the relative balance in other experience
categories. This indicates more women have been getting administrative positions in recent years due
to increased interest and/or equal opportunity employment practices of the boards.

Figure 5- Principal Experience in present School

Figure 6 - Vice-principal Experience in Present School

Figure 7- Principal Experience as a Principal

Figure 8- Vice-principal Experience as a Vice-principal

1.5

Staffing

Section 9:09 of the Memorandum of Agreement for Teachers requires that at least one vice-principal
be assigned to each school or administrative consolidation to which a principal is assigned. The
actual number of vice-principals as well as the number of other instructional and non-instructional
staff assigned to a school is determined by the school board based on factors such as school size and
student/program needs but is limited by funding formulas established by the Department of
Education. Figure 9 indicates the average numbers of in-school instructional and non-instructional
staff supervised according to school size. The rate of increase is nearly linear with that for
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instructional staff greatest. Bus drivers were not included as there is no consistency in terms of
being assigned to schools and many bus drivers serve more than one school. Figure 9 is, therefore, an
understatement of the supervisory responsibilities of school administrators as they do have to deal
with bus driver issues. This responsibility is greatest in those schools where bus drivers are
specifically assigned. Table 19 in Appendix A provides more detail on staff supervised according to
school size.

Figure 9
1.6

In-school Staff Supervised by School Size

Work Loads:

Section J99 of the School Act outlines the responsibilities of school principals but is silent on
responsibilities of other in-school administrators.
The roles and administrative tasks assigned to vice-principals and department heads are worked out
at school level in consultation with the school boards and, in the case of department heads assigned
to the Transitions Program, the Department of Education as well.
Information about the roles of department heads was sought from principals as individual department
heads were not surveyed or interviewed. Of the 44 department heads reported at the intermediate and
senior level, only two were assigned specific administrative responsibilities such as book inventory,
fundraising and bus dismissal. The remainder were assigned program related roles in core subject
areas, transitions program, special education and technology.
This study did not seek data on administrative styles or administrative processes but in discussions
about how administrative tasks are shared, most principals and vice principals indicated a strong
preference for a collegial model, a team approach to school administration characterized by
collaborative processes and good communication. Discussions during the interviews indicated that
vice-principals who have an interest in the larger picture of school and system administration and
those who see a vice-principal role as one in training for a possible principalship are particularly
frustrated by any feelings of isolation and not being part of a “team” effort. Principals who see the
vice-principalship in this light but have vice-principals who prefer to be left alone to carry out their
administrative and teaching duties were similarly frustrated. Time for the administrative team to
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coordinate their efforts and establish effective communication was identified as a major concern.
The results show a wide variance of roles and duties assigned to vice-principals. One role
expectation in place in all schools was for the vice-principal to act as the chief school administrator
in the absence of the principal. A second role expectation in place in all schools is that the viceprincipal assume specific administrative duties as an assistant to the principal in addition to a
teaching load. The degree to which the vice-principal job description included taking responsibility
for some specific tasks and sharing others with the principal and/or fellow vice-principals is related
to but is not entirely dependent upon time free from teaching as there were many examples of
individuals having significant administrative responsibilities in the face of very heavy teaching
loads. There were also examples of vice-principals with little or no administrative time who had
minimal day to day administrative responsibilities and were thus able to devote most of their time to
teaching-related duties. A third role expectation of the vice-principal notably present to varying
degrees in many schools but absent or weakly developed in the remainder was to participate actively
with the principal in a team approach to school administration. In this role, vice-principals are kept
informed of school/system wide administrative issues and have an opportunity to provide input in
matters of school administration beyond those specifically delegated. Vice-principals actively
involved in school administration on a day to day basis typically used most of the non-teaching part
of the school day for administrative purposes leaving preparation for teaching to outside school
hours. Availability of administrative time was identified as a factor in the extent to which a viceprincipal can fulfil a particular role but other school level factors such as relative experience,
administrative philosophy and professional compatibility of the principal and vice-principal along
with the interest of the vice-principal in school administration appear to have a greater effect on
what the role will be.
Role variances notwithstanding, the uniqueness of each school and those individuals holding
administrative positions in them make it difficult to generate from the data a typical job description
for a vice-principal at any level. The following patterns appear to be most representative:
•

In smaller schools where administrative time is limited, the vice principal is typically
assigned a number of technical tasks such as text book inventory, arranging for
substitutes, bus supervision and other such duties that can be done outside regular
teaching hours. When assigned duties related to educational leadership, it is typically in
the area of student discipline and in some cases staff evaluation, usually in the formative
aspects of the process. These latter involvements usually result in the “preparation
period” being used for administrative purposes. As schools grow larger and more
administrative time is available, vice-principals typically become more involved with
student discipline, staff evaluation and other issues relating to the management of the
school. Increased administrative activity involving students normally consumes all nonteaching time including that allocated as “preparation period”.

•

In larger elementary and intermediate schools having two or more vice principals, an
alternative to developing the vice-principal’s job description through school wide duties
emerges. In two of these schools the principal and vice-principals each take
administrative responsibility for one or more grades within the school which includes
involvement in all matters relating to student placement, progress and discipline, staff
assignment and evaluation, resource allocation and other day to day issues involving the
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grades assigned. In another of these schools, organized as three schools (houses) within a
school, a vice-principal is assigned to each house with overall responsibilities similar to
that described above. Each vice-principal in the above schools also typically has tasks
assigned that are school wide in nature such as text book inventory, busing issues, and
scheduling. The principal ensures coordination of effort and gets involved as required in
all matters relating to the day to day operation of the schools. In another two schools,
task assignment according to grade is done to a lesser extent, mainly limited to working
with teachers at that grade. The main job description for these vice-principals is derived
from specifically assigned school wide tasks such as noted above and sharing in tasks
relating to student discipline and staff evaluation.
•

In larger high schools having two or more vice principals, the job description for each
vice-principal consists mainly of school wide tasks. Where there are two vice-principals,
one will typically have a particular responsibility for developing the master timetable and
coordinating the use of Trevlac in student scheduling and mark reporting while the other
will have a particular responsibility for student attendance or student support across the
grades. In the one school with a third vice-principal, a major responsibility exists in
maintaining the school computer networks and school finances. Vice principals in these
schools complete their work load with a variety of other administrative tasks such as
described above.

Discussions with vice-principals on the topic of principalship availability revealed a sense of
frustration, particularly among those in larger schools in urban centers, concerning the current
transfer policies of boards. Specifically, they feel their options to apply for principalships are
unfairly limited to those left over after principal transfer is complete. These options are often in
small schools in rural areas making the added cost of time and travel and any reduction in
administrative allowance negative factors.
1.7

Time Available For School Administration:

The data reported on the amount of time Principals and vice principals put into their work as
teacher/school administrator is a best estimate as the respondents did not keep a log of their work
hours. Tables 20 and 21 in Appendix A provide a breakdown of time spent on work related duties by
principals and vice-principals according to school size. It is clear from this data there is little
difference between principals and vice-principals as to total time spent on teaching and
administrative duties during the average school week. The average for principals is 54.6 hours per
week, for vice-principals 54.4. These results for principals are only slightly lower than the 56 hour
per week average reported in the 1997 PEITF Study on Principal’s Work Environment. It is
interesting to note they are significantly higher than those reported for their New Brunswick
counterparts in the 1999 NBTA Report on In-School Administration: 47.7 hours per week for
principals and 46.0 for vice-principals.
The data indicate that principals spend more time than vice-principals in school related duties during
various school breaks during the year with principals averaging 99.6 hours per year and viceprincipals 76.6. Figure 10 illustrates this data by size of school. School size is a factor but only in
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time spent during summer breaks. Time spent during the other breaks are about the same for
principals and vice-principals regardless of school size. A similar pattern of increasing hours of work
during the summer for principals and vice-principals in elementary through intermediate and senior
high schools was noted as illustrated in tables 22 and 23 in Appendix A. This is in contradiction to
the results of the 1997 PEITF study that found no
significant differences by school size or grade levels.
99.6 hours per year represents 2.49 forty hour work
weeks per year for principals; 76.6 hours per year
represents 1.92 forty hour work weeks for viceprincipals. This data for principals matches almost
exactly that found in the 1997 PEITF study. The 1999
NBTA study found that New Brunswick principals were
spending an additional 3.4 weeks during school breaks
and vice-principals 2.74 weeks, these based on a 37.5
work week. Adjusting to a 40 hour work week this
represents 3.18 weeks for principals and 2.57 weeks for
vice-principals, higher than their PEI counterparts.
Figure 10

Work H ours per Yea r for Breaks
by School Size

The time required of administrators during the summer is not all at the end of one school year or the
beginning of the next. Situations vary from school to school but factors such as staff hiring, call
backs to schools for security reasons, and checking on construction/maintenance projects occur
throughout the summer months. Principals who had hiring to do during the summer commented on
the time required to deal with phone calls and other enquiries from interested candidates, time that
was not added to the totals reported. The amount of time administrators spend in hiring during the
summer has increased with the adoption of article 32:02(b) in the current Memorandum of
Agreement specifying July 15 as the last posting date for open instructional positions. A related
factor is the staffing policies of school boards and how early the process begins. The amount of time
required of administrators in late August varies from school to school depending on what remains to
be done to prepare for the new school year. Figure 11 is a frequency chart of principals and viceprincipals according to blocks of hours worked during the summer break. One principal and one vice
principal did not report on this item and four 4 vice-principals did not report data because of being
appointed late in August.
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Figure 11 Frequency of Hours of Work Per Year During Summer
1.8

Time Available for Administration during the School Day:

All in-school administrators are teachers. The extent to which they have time free from teaching
duties to carry out administrative tasks depends on the total staff allocated to the school and
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decisions made at school level about how the instructional staff are deployed to meet the program
needs of students. An additional factor is the expectation outlined in section 36:03 of the
Memorandum of Agreement for Teachers that each teacher have preparation time. The apportioning
of administrative time to the principal, vice-principal(s) and department head(s) is made at school
level guided by such factors as philosophy of the principal, board expectations, traditional practices
and, in some cases, staff input.
Principals and vice-principals, as teachers, are entitled to preparation time during the day to deal
with matters relating to their teaching load. Time to carry out administrative responsibilities during
the school day is in addition to this. If administrative time is calculated as time free from teaching
minus preparation time some difficulties occur because the amount of preparation time should
decrease proportionally as the teaching load decreases. Otherwise, for example, an administrator
with a ten percent (0.1 fte) teaching load in a school where the average preparation time is also ten
percent has as much preparation time as teaching time. The differences in preparation time from
school to school is also an issue. Thirty minutes a day (0.1 fte) was determined to be a norm for
elementary grades, forty minutes a day ( 0.13 fte) for intermediate grades and between forty and
seventy five minutes a day (0.25 fte) for senior high grades.
Principals and vice principals were asked to report total time free from teaching with the
understanding that this time included whatever preparation time they were entitled to have. The
following formula was used to calculate administrative time data by adjusting preparation time in
proportion to time free from teaching:
Administrative time (A) = x (1+p) - p where
x = time free from teaching in fte and p = normal preparation time in fte
Example: Vice-principal teaches 0.70 fte in a school where preparation time is 10%.
Administrative time = 0.30 (1 + 0.1) - 0.1 = 0.30 (1.1 ) - 0.1 = 0.33 - 0.1 = 0.23 fte
This formula can be used to calculate total administrative time available to a school from the
total of time free from teaching for all administrators. The general form of the formula is:
Administrative time (A) = y (1+ p) - n (p) where
y = total of all time free from teaching in fte , p = normal preparation time in fte and
n = number of administrators
Example: Principal, two vice-principals and a department head in a school teach 0.2 fte, 0.5 fte and
0.7 fte respectively in a school where normal preparation time is 10%.
Administrative Time for School = (0.8 + 0.5 + 0.3)(1+0.1) - 3(0.1) = 1.6(1.1) - 0.3 = 1.46 fte
For the remainder of this report administrative time will mean time free from teaching adjusted to
allow for preparation time.
Figures 12 and 13 show the time free from teaching data reported by principals and vice-principals
as well as adjustments to reflect two different preparation period scenarios.
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Figure 12 Principal Administrative Time by School Size
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Figure 13 Vice-principal Administrative Time by School Size
The effects of this adjustment are greatest in the smallest schools which is as it should be because
administrators there typically have a higher teaching load. The adjustment becomes less significant
in schools over 250 for principals and in schools over 500 for vice-principals. Applying the 25%
adjustment would only be realistic in larger semestered schools; in schools larger than 750 students
this would have the effect of reducing the fte a relatively small amount (from 0.92 to .90 for
principals and from 0.78 to 0.72 for vice-principals) because of relatively low teaching loads.
This data indicates the relatively small amount of administrative time ( between 0.17 and 0.13 on the
average) that principals in the 9 schools of less than 150 students have. Vice-principals in those
schools have no administrative time and even in schools between 150 and 250 the average
administrative time is only about 10%, equivalent to a preparation period. A review of maximums
and minimums for all schools show two principals (3.1%) and twenty one vice-principals (18.4%)
with no administrative time. Fourteen principals (25%) have no teaching assignment; all viceprincipals teach with four having the maximum administrative time between 0.8 and 0.85 fte.
Table 24 in Appendix A shows how schools of different size compare in total administrative time
available, expressed in fte per student. A 10% factor was used to calculate the administrative time for
each administrator. The data show a remarkable similarity in average fte per student (0.0028 to
0.0032) except in schools of less than 150 students where it is significantly lower (0.0019). This data
does not include department head fte as this staffing is not available at all levels. The total of 1.41 fte
administrative time for all department heads is concentrated in 6 schools, all of which have between
350 and 625 students. The effect of adding this fte would be to very slightly raise the average fte per
student in those size categories. Also, these calculations were based on head counts of students not
fte students. If the latter was used it would have the effect of lowering the student count thus raising
slightly the administrative fte per student in high schools, mainly those with more than 750 students.
Realistically however, principals and vice principals normally use all non-teaching time available to
carry our administrative tasks involving students and teachers during the day and defer any
preparation for teaching to before school, after school or during the evenings. The heavier the
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teaching load the less time administrators have available during class times to be involved with staff,
students and the instructional activities going on in the school. The heavier the teaching load the
greater time required to be well prepared for classes and to carry out appropriate evaluations of
student work. The realistic limit of approximately 56.5 hours per week that principals and viceprincipals are prepared to put into their total work makes teaching and preparation for teaching a
double edged sword that can have a significant impact on the time administrators have for
schoolwide leadership and management activities.
1.9

Time Utilization:

Principals and vice-principals found these parts of the survey difficult to do. They were expected to
rank 16 different administrative tasks as to relative demand on their time without having kept a log,
firstly to reflect their belief on how their time is spent in the reality of their present situation and
secondly to indicate how they believe it should be apportioned in a more ideal situation. 55
principals and 65 vice-principals completed this part of the survey according to the directions given.
A second part of the survey asked them to provide similar rankings of their perceptions on time
utilization by the administrative team. This item was found to be even more difficult: responses were
received from 53 principals and 57 vice-principals.
A further difficulty was that many of these tasks were perceived to overlap, interrelate and vary in
their time demands depending on the day or time of the year. This poses the question of reliability or
the extent to which respondents would make the same ranking on a different day. Respondents also
had to provide their own definitions on what each task entailed thus introducing further potential
variance in ranking. Assuming however that each respondent used the same definitions when ranking
both columns, some meaning can be attached to comparisons between rankings for each task.
Another factor to be considered when interpreting results is that these rankings list tasks in order
from most time demanding to least but provide no measure of the amount of time consumed by each.
Thus it is possible the first few tasks could take up more time than all the rest put together. The fact
that respondents were able to more easily identify the first 4-6 in their ranking indicates these
consume the majority of their time. Notwithstanding the fact that there are factors that can introduce
variance, the results of these rankings and comparisons of same can provide a valuable indication of
respondent perceptions of time utilization.
Figure 14 summarizes principals’ response on their own time utilization by providing an average of
the rankings for each task, the first column (Avg A) for the “current” and the second (Avg B) for the
“should be”. The Rank A and Rank B columns are summary rankings based on the averages in the
first two columns. The Avg(A-B) column is calculated by subtracting Avg B from Avg A thus
giving an indication of the direction of desired change ( negative numbers mean spend less time,
positive numbers more) and the degree to which the change should occur ( the bigger the absolute
value of the number, the more the desired change). These differentials are used to determine if there
are variances in responses due to school size. Table 25 in Appendix A is an similar table for viceprincipals.
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Avg A

Avg B

Rank A

Rank B

Teaching

6.2

8.2

5

9

-2.1

Educational Planning

8.5

3.7

9

3

4.8

10.9

12.1

13

14

-1.2

5.5

7.6

3

6

-2.2

Parent Contact

6.7

5.6

7

5

1.1

Student Contact

3.3

2.6

1

1

0.7

6.6

9.6

6

11

-3.1

10.1

9.5

12

10

0.7

7.6

3.1

8

2

4.4

12.8

7.9

14

7

4.9

Conflict Resolution

5.8

8.2

4

8

-2.3

Reports/Administrative
Paper Work

5.4

10.6

2

12

-5.3

Technology Issues

9.6

11.3

11

13

-1.7

9.0

5.2

10

4

3.8

13.4

14.8

15

15

-1.4

14.7

15.0

16

16

-0.3

Budg eting /Rec ord
Keeping
Building/Educational
Management

Administrative
Meetings
Com mun ity/Med ia
Relations
Staff Development
Supe rvision /Eval.
Professional G rowth
and Deve lopment

School Improvement
Planning
Fund Raising and
Related Book-Keeping
Legal Issues

Avg (A-B)

Figure 14 Principal Time Utilization
The numbers in the Avg A column provide indications of the principals’ perceptions of how time is
currently being spent. The lowest numbers reflect the greatest time usage and the closer the
numbers are together, the more similar they are in that regard. Student contact ranks as the most time
demanding task and is more than two points lower than the next which is reports and administrative
paper work. The next six tasks are within 2 points of each other in rating which indicates they are
perceived to be somewhat alike in time demand.
The numbers in the Avg B column however provide indications of principals’ beliefs about how time
should be spent. The lowest numbers reflect the most important and the highest numbers the least.
Student contact ranks as highest in importance but very close to the next two, staff
development/supervision/evaluation and educational planning, which are perceived to be more alike
in importance.
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The differences between the rankings in the Rank A and Rank B columns provide an indication of the
discrepancy principals’ perceive between actual and ideal time usage. The Avg (A-B) is a better
indication as it is provides a sense of direction even when rankings turn out to be the same. For
example, fund raising is ranked the same in each column but the Avg (A-B) suggests less time could
be spent in this area. Using 2 points differential as significant as was used in the NBTA Study, this
data indicates that principals believe more time needs to be spent on personal professional growth and
development, educational planning, staff development/ supervision/ evaluation, and school
improvement planning in that order and less time on reports/administrative paper work,
administrative meetings, conflict resolution, building/educational management, and teaching.
The data for vice-principals is shown in Figure 15. There are some differences in ranking but the
differentials indicate the same needs for more time on personal professional growth and development,
educational planning, staff development/supervision/evaluation, and school improvement planning.
Reports/administrative paper work and conflict resolution were reported as deserving less time.
Avg A

Avg B

Rank A

Rank B

Teaching

2.5

3.5

2

2

-0.9

Educational Planning

7.2

3.9

7

3

3.3

11.2

12.1

13

14

-0.8

9.2

10.5

9

12

-1.3

Parent Contact

5.6

6.0

4

5

-0.4

Student Contact

2.3

2.3

1

1

0.1

7.1

8.0

5

9

-0.9

11.8

10.3

14

10

1.5

9.3

6.0

10

4

3.3

9.1

7.1

8

7

2.1

Conflict Resolution

5.6

7.6

3

8

-2.1

Reports/Administrative
Paper Work

7.2

10.4

6

11

-3.3

Technology Issues

9.9

11.1

12

13

-1.3

9.8

6.5

11

6

3.2

12.7

14.4

15

15

-1.7

15.1

15.1

16

16

0.0

Budg eting /Rec ord
Keeping
Building/Educational
Management

Administrative
Meetings
Com mun ity/Med ia
Relations
Staff Development
Supe rvision /Eval.
Professional G rowth
and Deve lopment

School Improvement
Planning
Fund Raising and
Related Book-Keeping
Legal Issues

Figure 15 Vice-principal Time Utilization
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Avg (A-B)

The summary data for all administrators is shown in Table 25 Appendix A. The results in ranking are
similar to those noted in the 1999 NBTA study and the tasks deserving more time are the same; those
deserving less in the NBTA study were budget/record keeping, conflict resolution and
reports/administrative paper work, the latter two of which were also identified by PEI principals and
vice-principals.
Table 26 in Appendix A provides an overview of the percentage of principals and vice-principals
reporting the need for an increase, decrease or no change in time utilization in each task area. This
analysis of the data shows more clearly the degree of unanimity among respondents regarding the
need for change in each task area.
Principals and vice-principals were also asked to provide their perceptions of time utilization by
administrators as a group ( the school administrative team), again by ranking “current” and “should
be” time utilization of tasks. The data are outlined in Tables 27 and 28 Appendix A. The number of
respondents was less as noted earlier but the tasks identified as deserving significantly more or less
time are, with minor differences, the same as those identified through ratings of their own time
utilization.
Principals and vice-principals in their 5th year or more of experience in the position were asked to
indicate using a 5 point scale their perception of changes in time utilization in the 16 areas over the
past five years. They were also asked to note factors they believed to have contributed to those
changes. Figure 16 indicates the degree to which each group perceived changes in those areas with
+2.00 being the maximum increase possible and -2.00 being the minimum. The percentages of
responses indicating increase, decrease and no change are also included. 42 principals and 40 viceprincipals responded to these survey items.
This data indicates the system has not been in a state of equilibrium in recent years. Changes have
occurred that have resulted in increased time requirements, the most significant of which for
principals being in the areas of technology, reports/administrative paper work, building/educational
management, administrative meetings and conflict management. For vice-principals, technology,
conflict management, parent contact, student contact and reports/administrative paper work were the
most significant. It is worthy of note that these changes have resulted in a level of time utilization in
certain areas that principals and vice-principals now perceive to be more than desirable.
Examining the data according to size of school must be done with care as the maximum number of
schools in each size category varies from 6 to 28 and with only 64.6% of principals and 51.9% of
vice-principals providing data, the numbers of schools represented would be even less.
Respondents provided further insight during the interviews on factors that influenced their ratings.
During the course of the interviews comments were received on all areas; individual respondents
however typically focused on areas of greatest concern. The following is an analysis of the data on
each of the 16 administrative areas including factors given the most credit for changes in time
utilization. No analysis of this data was done according to school board/district and mention will not
be made of some differences that became apparent during the course of the interviews that relate to
board/district size, traditional practices or philosophy and administrative style. Reporting of
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interview results will be limited to those having more provincial significance.
•

Teaching: 40.5% of experienced principals reported less time spent in teaching at present.
The main reason reported by those principals was being transferred to a larger school. Those
16.7% who reported larger teaching loads cited the desire to maintain smaller classes in the
school and/or a reduction in the number of staff assigned to the school as reasons.
Experienced vice-principals who are now spending more time teaching (25%) gave a myriad
of reasons, the most common of which being the implementation of new curriculum and
program modification. Increase for these reasons is related to increased time for preparation.
Ratings

Principal Percent

Vice-Principal Percent

Prin

Vice-Prin

Less

Same

More

Less

Same

More

Teaching

- 0.4

0.1

40.5

42.9

16.7

17.5

57.5

25.0

Educational Planning

0.2

0.1

19.0

42.9

38.1

17.5

52.5

30.0

Budgeting /Record Keeping

0.4

0.1

16.7

38.1

45.2

12.5

65.0

22.5

Building/Educational
Management

0.7

0.2

7.1

28.6

64.3

12.5

55.0

32.5

Parent Contact

0.5

0.7

2.4

50.0

47.6

10.0

27.5

62.5

Student Contact

0.3

0.7

9.5

52.4

38.1

2.5

42.5

55.0

Administrative Meetings

0.6

0.3

9.5

31.0

59.5

17.5

37.5

45.0

Community/Media Relations

0.5

0.2

2.4

47.6

50.0

12.5

57.5

30.0

Staff Development
Supervision/Eval.

0.3

0.3

21.4

31.0

47.6

7.5

52.5

40.0

Professional Growth and
Development

- 0.3

0.2

40.5

38.1

21.4

10.0

65.0

25.0

Conflict Resolution

0.6

0.9

7.1

35.7

57.1

5.0

32.5

62.5

Reports/Administrative
Paper Work

1.0

0.6

7.1

11.9

81.0

10.0

37.5

52.5

Technology Issues

1.5

1.0

0.0

7.1

92.8

12.5

12.5

75.0

School Improvement
Planning

0.4

0.4

14.3

38.1

47.6

7.5

50.0

42.5

0.0

- 0.1

16.7

61.9

21.4

25.0

6.0

15.0

0.4

0.2

4.8

54.9

39.3

7.5

65.0

27.5

Fund Raising and Related
Book-Keeping
Legal Issues

Figure 16

Perceptions of C hanges in Tim e Utilization by Ex perienced A dministrators Ov er the Past Five Yea rs
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The interview discussions on this topic indicated that 83% of principals and all vice-principals
felt that some teaching was important. In fact, 19.6% of principals and 14.3% of viceprincipals provided positive differentials in this area, meaning they would like, in the more
ideal world, to spend more time teaching. These administrators were typically in larger
schools teaching less than 20% or not at all. Principals who favored a teaching assignment felt
that it was an important way to keep teaching skills and content knowledge in the program
involved current and to maintain credibility and connectedness with the rest of the staff as a
fellow teacher dealing with similar instructional issues. Those who favored not having a
teaching assignment indicated they felt unable to do justice to both jobs. Being absent from
classes frequently due to meetings and administrative demands affecting the amount of time
available for class preparation and student evaluation were cited as reasons. Absences from
classes also place an extra burden of time and effort in preparation of appropriate work for the
substitute, a burden directly related to the size and nature of the teaching load. They felt any
“teaching” assignment should be as an assistant to other teachers so that the negative affect of
absences and preparation time would be reduced. They also felt spending time in other classes
would have greater school wide benefit than the same time spent teaching a class.
As schools increase in size the differential becomes less negative, for both principals and viceprincipals, indicating that the perceived need for less teaching is greatest in the smallest
schools.
The burden of a teaching load was especially felt by first year principals as evidenced by a
differential of -4.7 compared to the average of -2.1.
Differentials of -3.9 for principals and -2.1 for vice-principals in their second set of rankings
(time utilization of the school administrative team), indicate that principals and vice-principals
perceive the administrative team as a whole is teaching too much.
•

Educational Planning: 38.1% and 30% of experienced principals and vice-principals
respectively report an increase in time spent in this area during the past five years. Planning
required to implement new curriculum which is more outcomes based and planning to
accommodate special needs students and other students with increasingly diverse and complex
needs were the main reasons for the increase. Participation in student services team meetings
and case conferences are examples of time consuming activities for administrators. More
collaborative approaches to decision making and problem solving throughout the school
through the use of committees is also seen as a reason for the increase.
82.1% of principals and 69.8% of vice principals recorded positive differentials in this area
indicating strong belief among administrators that this area is deserving of even a greater share
of their time. Interview discussions on this topic can be summarized by saying that the
majority of administrators feel they are spending too much time being reactive and need more
time both individually and as a team to be more proactive in all areas, particularly in
accommodating student academic, behavioural and social needs which they noted to be
increasing in diversity and complexity. Principals indicated in general that they do not have
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enough time to attend workshops or other activities relating to curriculum development and
implementation.
There seemed to be no relationship between school size or principal experience in this area.
•

Budgeting/Record Keeping: 45.2% and 22.5% of experienced principals and vice-principals
have noted an increase in time in this area over the past five years mainly attributable by each
to increasing costs which have not been matched with budget allocations resulting in overall
deficit situations for many schools.
Principals and vice-principals generally perceive too much of their time is taken in this area as
noted by differentials of -1.3 and -1.5 respectively.

•

Building/educational management: 64.5% and 32.5% of experienced principals and viceprincipals respectively have noted an increase in the percentage of their time spent in this area
over the past five years. Policy development at the board level in areas such as playground
safety, field trips, early dismissal/safe arrival, suspension, smoking, emergency evacuations,
safe schools were most often identified as reasons for the increase. Involvement in the
planning, implementation and supervision of construction/renovation projects relating to
technology was also identified.
64.3% of principals and 42.9% of vice-principals perceive too much time being spent in issues
involving the maintenance and use of buildings and grounds along with safety considerations
being commonly identified as time consuming. Also noted during the discussions was the
time spent by administrators in receptionist and office duties before and after the secretary’s
regular work hours, time that could be used for purposes normally associated with the role.
This was a particular concern in small schools with part time secretaries. Administrators in
schools with only one secretary noted an additional problem providing receptionist services
during the secretary’s lunch break. In cases where student helpers were not involved, a
member of the administration often “covered” for the secretary.
As schools increase in size the differential becomes more negative for both principals and
vice-principals indicating a direct relationship between school size and perception of too much
time spent on management issues. Experience of the principal does not seem to be a factor.

•

Parent: 47.6% and 62.5% of experienced principals and vice-principals respectively indicated
an increase in time requirements in this area over the past five years. The main reason given
by both groups is an increase in the number of family issues affecting schooling... more single
parent families, more evidence of poor parenting skills demonstrated by an inability to control
their children. Also noted as significant is a perceived increase in the percentage of parents
who want to be informed, are more demanding, and more ready to assume an adversarial
position when demands are not met as well as an overall increase in student behaviour issues.
The differentials for all principals and vice-principals indicated no strong perceptions toward
the need to change the relative amount of time being spent in this area.
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•

Student: 38.1% and 55.0% of experienced principals and vice-principals indicated an increase
in time in this area over the past 5 years. The single most frequently mentioned reason for this
by both groups is the increase in the number of special needs students and the increase in the
number of students who are at-risk because of academic, behaviour and social difficulties. The
percentage of students having less respect for authority and more likely to challenge school
staff with statements such as “you can’t tell me what to do!” was also noted as a cause of more
time being consumed in this area.
The differentials for principals and vice-principals indicated no strong perceptions toward the
need to change the relative amount of time being spent in this area. MBWA or “managing by
walking around” was mentioned by respondents as an important use of time in maintaining
contact with students and monitoring behaviour.

•

Administrative Meetings: 59.5% and 45.0% of experienced principals of vice-principals
respectively indicated an increase in time requirement in this area. The main reason given for
this increase by both groups is the move toward adopting a more collaborative decision
making and problem solving model throughout a school system in which changes are
constantly occurring. An increase in policy development at the Board/Department level
requiring input from schools is an example; another example is the implementation of the
student services team model as a means of developing individualized plans for students
identified to be in difficulty.
80.4% of principals and 52.4% of vice-principals reported negative differentials indicating a
preference for less time to be spent in this area. Vice-principals on average agree but to a
lesser extent (average differential = -0.9 compared to -3.1), partially explained by the fact that
25.3% of the vice-principals reported positive differentials while only 8.9% of principals did
so. The main reason given for wanting more time for meetings was to meet more frequently as
an administrative team. Principals expressed support for meetings as an important means of
establishing a more collaborative approach to administration at the school and board/district
level. Concern was expressed that meetings at the latter level have often been more
informational than an opportunity to actively participate and to provide input to issues of
significance to the school or school system. Principals in general perceive those kind of
informational meetings to be not a good use of their time. Typical of the time consuming
meetings at school level are the student services team meetings and case conferences.

•

Size of school does not appear to be a factor in rankings given by principals or vice-principals
.
Community/Media Relations: 50.0% and 30.0% of experienced principals and vice-principals
respectively reported an increase in time requirements in this area over the past five years.
Very little feedback or discussion occurred on this topic during the interviews but the
implementation of School Councils was the most frequent reason cited along with board
expectations around the care needed for appropriate responses to issues potentially volatile
and of interest to the media.
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Overall responses for principals and vice-principals show no strong desire for change though a
small majority of both principals (51.8%) and vice-principals (60.3%) reported positive
differentials. This can be best explained by the apparent value principals and vice-principals
attach to positive relationships with community and media as a source of support for school
programs and initiatives as well as the above concern about ensuring appropriate public and
media response to school issues.
•

Staff Development/Supervision/Evaluation: 47.6% and 40.0% of experienced principals and
vice-principals respectively reported an increase in time requirements in this area over the past
five years. The main reason given for this by principals was new board policies that define
increased expectations for the evaluation of new, experienced and term contract instructional
staff.. The infusion of new staff as a result of the large number of retirements in 1998-99 was
also indicated as a reason for increased time requirements in this area this year. Evaluation of
non-instructional staff was also identified. The increase noted by vice-principals was mainly
attributed to greater involvement in the evaluation process as part of their job description.
The differentials for principals were higher on the average than those for vice-principals (4.9
compared to 3.3) and individually 87.5% of principals and 81.0% of vice principals indicated
positive differentials. This desire for even more time in this area can be explained not only by
the general belief of principals and vice-principals that efforts in this area can make a positive
impact on instruction but also by the expectations of boards through relatively new policies on
supervision and evaluation. The number of new teachers on staff due to new hirings and
transfers within the system were also noted as factors.
During the discussions principals and vice-principals both noted that day to day school issues
of immediacy and importance often take priority over plans for evaluation. The result of this
encroachment on time is often that the job gets done in the end from an accountability
perspective but not with the quality it deserves.
There seems to be no relationship between school size and administrator perception of time
utilization in this area.

•

Professional Growth and Development: 21.4% and 25.0% of experienced principals and viceprincipals respectively reported an increase in time requirements in this area over the past five
years. The majority of administrators feel the time has decreased or remained the same. Those
who reported an increase most often cited an involvement in a master’s degree program or
other such planned study as the reason for the increase. Those who reported less time usually
cited the other demands of the job as taking priority.
The differentials for principals were higher on the average than those for vice-principals (4.9
compared to 2.1) and individually 83.9% of principals and 61.9% of vice principals indicated
positive differentials. The high positive differentials as well as evidence of past and current
involvement in professional growth activities indicate principals and vice-principals attach
great value to personal professional development. Interview discussions revealed that time
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requirements of the job make it difficult for administrators to spend any significant time in
this area on a day to day basis. No relationship involving school size or principal experience
was noted.
•

Conflict Resolution: 57.1% and 62.5% of experienced principals and vice-principals
respectively reported an increase in time requirements in this area over the past five years. The
most frequently given reason by both groups was an overall increase in conflict among
students, staff and parents caused by factors closely related to those perceived to account for
the increase in parent and student contact. Interview discussions on the topic suggest
administrators are dealing with a higher percentage of students who challenge authority and
do not accept responsibility for behaviour, a higher percentage of parents who demand more
and are more likely to challenge staff/school decisions and a higher percentage of teachers
who are stressed by the demands of providing an appropriate learning experience for the
diversity of students in their classrooms.
73.2% of principals and 63.5% of vice principals reported negative differentials with average
differentials of -2.3 and -2.1 respectively. Resolving conflict due to student behaviour was
noted as the major time user but teacher and parent conflict issues are also significant. Most
time is spent reacting to conflict issues relative to time spent in conflict prevention.
The data suggests an overall increase in perception by size of school that too much time is
being spent in this area. Discussions reveal no particular reason for this but a contributing
factor may be that teachers in smaller schools where administrators teach more may become
more involved in conflict resolution before referral to administrators.

•

Reports/Administrative paper work: 81.0% and 52.5% of experienced principals and viceprincipals respectively reported an increase in time requirements in this area over the past five
years. Other than the area of technology, this is seen by principals in particular as the area
having the greatest increase in time demands. Two reasons were most often cited for this:
increase in paperwork from the Department and boards relative to the policy development
process and information retrieval in addition to more “junk” mail and faxes regarding fund
raisers, projects, contests, surveys, etc. that were previously more screened at board level;
increase in paperwork and record keeping required by new board and Department policies in
areas such as supervision and evaluation, suspensions, safe arrival/early dismissal, emergency
evacuations, playground safety, field trips, accident reporting, smoking, anaphylactic shock,
and special education. Principals and vice-principals sense an increased emphasis on
accountability, risk management and safety resulting in more reports to be prepared, and more
need to establish paper trails and maintain records.
Differentials in this area were the most negative for both principals (-5.3) and vice-principals
(-3.3) indicating from both the greatest need to reduce time spent in this area. 83.9% of
principals and 65.1% of vice principals indicated negative differentials which are the highest
recorded in any category of administrative tasks. Interview discussions confirm administrators
recognize the value of policies and practices that clarify expectations, promote good
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communication and ensure appropriate school management in areas relating to the safety and
well being of students and staff but feel overwhelmed by the paperwork involved. As an
example, one school reported sending home 8 different forms requesting parental
input/signature on the opening day of school. Particular frustration was expressed by requests
for similar information from different sources within boards and the Department. One
example frequently mentioned was data on the number of students involved in french
language instruction. Duplication and overlap in reporting were seen to be unnecessary
intrusions on valuable administrative time.
School size did not seem to be a factor in ratings nor did experience of the principal.
During interviews however, new principals seemed more stressed with time-lines regarding
reports required by the boards or Department of Education.
•

Technology Issues: 92.8% and 75.0% of experienced principals and vice-principals
respectively reported an increase in time requirements in this area over the past five years.
This is the area of greatest change reported by both groups. Keeping equipment working
and providing support for teachers was identified by both groups as the main reason for
increased time in this area. Wider application of technology in the school program through
the use of networks was also noted to be significant.
51.8% of principals and 42.9% of vice-principals reported negative differentials indicating a
belief that too much of their time is currently being spent in this area. Differential averages of
-2.0 and -1.3 indicate a relatively moderate need for less time explained during the interviews
as relating to improved technical support from the Department of Education and
arrangements that are in place in many schools for individuals other than administrators to be
the initial point of contact in matters relating to technology support and development.

•

School Improvement Planning: 47.6% and 42.5% of experienced principals and viceprincipals respectively reported an increase in time requirements in this area over the past five
years. The main reason cited for this is expectations of the School Act.
The high differentials indicated by principals (3.8) and vice-principals (3.2) indicates a
strong belief that more time is required in this area. 78.6% of principals and 76.2% of viceprincipals recorded positive differentials. The main difficulty noted by administrators during
interview discussions was giving priority to this area in the face of time required to cope with
day to day managerial demands. School PD committees are most often assigned responsibility
for leadership in this area though there are examples of school wide improvement projects
initiated by administrators, usually motivated by a need to improve some aspect of school
management or as part a major renovation or new facility construction project.
Neither school size or principal experience seems to be a factor in the ratings given.

•

Fund Raising and Related Book-Keeping: 61.9% and 60.0% of experienced principals and
vice-principals respectively reported no increase in time requirements in this area over the
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past five years. The 21.4% and 15.0% respectively reporting more time spent in this area
noted the inability of budget allocations to keep pace with rising demands and increased costs.
Those reporting less time, 16.7% and 25.0% respectively, most frequently noted school
decisions to limit the amount of fundraising or fund raising being taken over by home and
school groups as the main reasons.
Differentials of -1.4 for principals and -1.2 for vice-principals indicate a relatively small desire
to spend less time in this area; 44.6% of principals and 52.4% of vice-principals recorded
negative differentials with only about 10% of each group recording positives. Discussions
with principals and vice-principals revealed they do not feel fund raising to be a good use of
their time nor that of other staff but is required in order to provide the “extras” needed to
support school activities and in some cases, to purchase equipment and materials such as
computers and computer software. 9.1% of vice-principals reported a direct responsibility for
fundraising.
Those who reported home and school involvement in fundraising were quite positive about it
and were experiencing no particular difficulty accessing these funds for school determined
priorities.
School size and administrative experience appeared to have no particular influence on the
ratings.
•

Legal Issues: 39.3% and 27.5% of experienced principals and vice-principals respectively
reported an increase in time requirements in this area over the past five years. The vast
majority, 54.9% and 65.0% recorded no perceptions of change. Custody issues and visiting
rights were identified as the main factors causing the increase.
This area was ranked lowest by both groups in time demands and in how time should be spent.
Discussions with respondents indicated however a heightened awareness of legal issues
brought about by recent policies of the boards and the Department relating to the safety and
well being of students and staff. Administrators indicated these policies have increased their
feelings of liability and accountability and the need to deal with issues carefully to risk
manage legal challenges. As one principal put it “ I feel we are walking on egg shells and it
makes for a slower walk!” The need for documentation has increased as a result.

1.10

Addressing the Issues:

Principals and vice-principals were asked to rate the degree of overall gap perceived to exist in their
school between “actual” and “should be” use of administrator time. 82.0% and 87.5% of principals
and vice-principals respectively reported small or significant gaps. Tables 29 and 30 in Appendix A
provides an analysis of the responses. Raw data is shown rather than percentages to indicate the
similarity in responses between the two groups and the high percentage given to two ratings.
A follow-up item asked respondents to rate possible interventions in terms of their perceived
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usefulness in addressing any gap that exists. Figure 17 outlines the results for principals according to
school size; the results for vice-principals are shown in table 31 in Appendix A. A raw average of the
rankings in each category is presented as well as a number in brackets to indicate the overall ranking
of each intervention. The lower the raw average, the higher the value attributed to the intervention.
The raw average of 1.56 for principals and 1.33 for vice-principals indicates the value each group
attaches to increased administrative time for the principal in schools with less than 150 students. The
data show similar value to additional vice-principal administrative time in those schools. As schools
get larger there is less value attached to additional administrative time for the principal by both
groups. The same is true for values attached to extra time for vice-principals by the vice-principals.
Size of school has no significant affect on the high value principals attach to extra time for viceprincipals.

Additional Training for
Adm inistrators
Additional Training for
Secretaries
Ad d it ion a l A d m in . Tim e
for Principal
Ad d it ion a l A d m in . Tim e
for Vice-Principal
Additional Secretarial
Time
Certain Tasks Taken
Over by Bo ard/ Dept.
Other

<150

150-249

250-499

500-749

>750

Total

3.50 (4)

3.87 (4)

3.57 (3)

4.14 (4)

4.20 (5)

3.75 (4)

5.25 (5)

5.20 (5)

4.68 (6)

4.50 (6)

3.20 (3)

4.75 (6)

1.56 (1)

2.13 (1)

2.76 (2)

4.67 (7)

5.00 (6)

2.76 (2)

2.11 (2)

2.27 (2)

2.00 (1)

3.33 (3)

2.50 (1)

2.25 (1)

3.12 (3)

3.20 (3)

4.23 (4)

3.17 (2)

3.50 (4)

3.67 (3)

5.37 (6)

4.67 (6)

4.52 (5)

3.00 (1)

2.60 (2)

4.33 (5)

6.89 (7)

6.67 (7)

6.00 (7)

4.29 (5)

5.75 (7)

6.07 (7)

Figure 17 Principals’ Perceived Value of Interventions to Improve
Administrative Time Use
Discussions with respondents on the issue of training indicated the value attached to the kind of
administrator in-service currently being implemented. Training that provides a theoretical framework
on a topic in an environment where participants can talk about practical applications at school level is
most desirable. Participant interaction and involvement in training activities was also highly valued
for the development of networks among administrators. In general, administrators gave low ratings to
additional secretary training.
Increased secretary time was rated the third most helpful in most schools by both groups. Discussions
with respondents however indicated the strongest perception of need is in the smaller schools where
secretaries are less than full time.
Though ranked lower in general, items listed under category 6 were given significance in terms of
addressing the gap. The most often mentioned item in this category was for the boards and
Department to stop or at least limit what was described as downloading of work and responsibilities
that has occurred through new initiatives, policy development and operational changes and to become
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more active in screening many of the requests from outside groups and agencies for participation in
various activities, surveys etc. Another frequently mentioned need was the provision of more direct
in-school support in managing and coordinating activities and paperwork relating to special needs
students such as development of IEP’s and school special needs profiles.
1.11

Administrator satisfaction:

During the interviews the following question was asked of all administrators: “Given the reality of
your situation as a principal/vice-principal at this school at this point in time, use a number from 1 to
5 to indicate your level of satisfaction with the job, with 1 meaning very low and 5 meaning very
high” A summary of responses given by principals and vice-principals is given in Figure 18.
The results show a very high level of satisfaction in both groups that is relatively independent of
school size. The slightly lower ratings by vice-principals in schools of less than 250 students may be
due to frustrations caused by the lack of administrative time in the smaller schools. This is supported
by the fact that the average rating given by the 21 vice-principals carrying full teaching loads is 3.75.
Discussions with those vice-principals verified this has an impact on their job satisfaction as an
administrator.
A sense of identity and connectedness with students and staff was quoted by principals and viceprincipals as a primary reason for high satisfaction. Feelings of disconnectedness with supervisors
were noted to contribute toward dissatisfaction.
<150

150-249

250-499

500-749

>750

Total

Principal

4.28

4.2

4.41

4.57

4.25

4.34

Vice-Principal

3.94

3.83

4.19

4.4

4.18

4.11

Total Admin.

4.11

4.02

4.3

4.47

4.2

4.22

Figure 19 Administrator Satisfaction By Size of School

1.12

Administrator Perception of Future Interest in Administration:

During the interviews discussions occurred about the challenge facing the system in recruiting good
candidates for the many openings in school administration that will occur over the next 10 years.
Each was asked specifically whether they believed there would be any problems in this regard. The
response was practically the same across the board: 50% of the principals and 52% of the viceprincipals felt there would be sufficient interest while 50% of principals and 48% of vice-principals
felt there wouldn’t. Those who felt there would be sufficient interest pointed to current levels of
participation in courses and programs in administration and the expressed interest of individual
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teachers at their schools as reasons. Those who felt there wouldn’t believe teachers are becoming less
interested in administrative positions because they perceive increasing time commitment, increasing
paperwork and increasing hassle associated with the positions and a pay scale that does not
adequately compensate for the extra work.
Section 2 - School Secretaries
2.1 Type of Contract:
Completed survey results from 73 respondents indicated 71 held 10 month contracts while 2 held 12
month contracts.
2.2 Hours Per Week or Fte:
Department of Education funding formulas determine the number of school secretaries available to
each school board. The allocation of secretarial support to schools is made by the boards and is
expressed in terms of hours per week with 35 hours per week representing one full time equivalent
position. Larger schools with more than 35 hours of assigned secretarial time have two or more
secretaries, each with an assignment of hours determined by the school in consultation with the board.
Figure 19 illustrates the percentage of secretaries in designated hours/week categories. The average
work week of the 73 secretaries who reported is 29.6 hours or 0.85 fte.
The principals’ survey asked respondents to provide the secretarial allocation to the school in fte and
to indicate the portion of that fte used to support teachers, guidance counsellors and school
administration. The respondents had difficulty with the second part of this request as work is not
normally divided in this way. Three schools had a
specific fte assigned to the guidance department.
Figure 20 illustrates the average fte assigned to
schools by school size. Table 32 in Appendix A
gives the complete results. The breakdowns
regarding portions of the total fte used to support
teachers, counsellors and administration are very
much approximations but do indicate that service
to school administration consumes the majority of
secretarial time in schools. The calculation of
secretarial fte per student indicates that schools
with less than 250 students have relatively more
secretarial support than their larger counterparts.
Figure 21 shows the graphical relationship; the
complete data are in table 32 Appendix A.
Figure 19

Percent of Secretaries in Selected
Hours Per Week Categories
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Figure 20

Secretarial Fte Per School

Figure 21

Secretarial Fte Per Student

2.3 Experience:
Figure 22 gives the percentage of the 73 secretaries in various categories of years of experience in
their present schools. Almost 74% of those secretaries have been in the same school for six or
more years. Figure 23 is a similar chart of the total experience of the same 73 secretaries. Almost 88%
of the secretaries have 6 or more years of experience. The average years of experience of the group is
16.5. Table 33 in Appendix A provides more details.

Figure 22

Secretary Experience in Present School

Figure 23

Total Secretary Experience

2.4 Time Utilization:
The role and tasks assigned to school secretaries is determined at school level. The tasks typically
assigned to school secretaries fall within the following eight categories defined during the most recent
classification process: Maintaining the Trevlac System, Maintaining School Files, Typing/Word
Processing and Photocopying, Purchasing, Payroll, Receptionist, Facility Rentals, Trouble Shooting,
Supervision and Office Management, and Other. These categories were used in
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the Secretary Survey Form since secretaries were familiar with their meaning and the types of tasks
included.
Secretaries had a lot of difficulty with assigning a percent of time to each task category for reasons
similar to those given by principals and vice-principals in their time utilization ratings. They noted the
percent of time spent on a given task can vary from day to day or from one time of year to another.
For example, purchasing for elementary schools secretaries does not consume much time on a daily or
weekly basis but is quite time consuming when developing the annual bulk order for the school.
Another reason given by practically all secretaries was the difficulty assigning a time to receptionist
duties because they occur throughout the day, every day. One secretary insisted it should be listed as
100% for that reason. Like principals and vice-principals, secretaries did not have the benefit of a
time log so the percentages given can only be considered as estimates. Figure 24 is a chart of the
average time utilization; table 34 in Appendix A shows a further breakdown by school size. It is
important to understand the percentages given by each secretary are based on their hours of work
which differ from school to school. To get a sense of the breakdown of total time consumed by school
size a factor relating to the fte would have to be introduced. For example, 10% of time usage by a
0.71 fte secretary and a 1.0 fte secretary represents a different amount of time, by a factor relating to
the ratio of the ftes. Thus, similarity in data across school sizes does not mean similarity in time
spent. In fact, since secretary fte increases by school size the time spent also increases, explained in
most cases by increase in volume though in some cases by changes in the nature of the work.

Figure 24 Average Secretary Time Utilization
The data clearly identifies receptionist duties and typing/word processing/duplicating duties as the
most time demanding percentage wise with the former ranking first in all but the largest schools. The
visits and discussions with administrators and secretaries revealed how the uniqueness of each school
affects the role and responsibilities of the school secretary and how the role is influenced by the
unique talents/work ethic/interests of the school secretary. The “busyness” of the job on a day to
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day basis was also highlighted; at some times during the year such as the month of September the
demands are so great that a number of secretaries have to put in extra hours or take work home to
meet deadlines. The following brief comments on each task area reflect the feedback received during
the discussions:
•

Maintaining the Trevlac System: There is no consistency in expectations regarding the
use of trevlac in schools other than the Department of Education requirement to maintain
specific data on each student and to maintain an archive file of all past attenders. In schools
where this is the only use, secretaries carry out all trevlac-related tasks, mainly concentrated in
September and June other than to update changes caused by new students or existing students
moving place of residence or leaving the school. Daily attention to trevlac by the secretary is
required in those schools using the program for attendance. In larger schools, a member of the
school administration typically gets involved when using trevlac for scheduling and mark
reporting though in six such schools secretaries assume significant roles. In schools with more
than one secretary, trevlac related tasks are usually assumed by one with the other(s) helping if
and as required with data input.

•

Maintaining School Files:
In most schools filing gets done as time becomes available,
typically on non teaching days or when school is closed for some reason.

•

Typing/Word Processing/Photocopying: This a major time consuming activity for most
secretaries. The increase in teacher use of computers as well as the provision of photocopiers
in teacher work areas has reduced requests for this service. In many of the larger schools,
particularly those with only one secretary, teachers are expected to do their own
photocopying. Most secretaries try to accommodate requests from teachers for typing/word
processing that are given well in advance. Secretaries give priority to administrative needs in
this area but appreciate advance notice. Last minute requests from any source are a source of
stress.

•

Purchasing: In smaller schools work in this area is greatest when inventory is taken and
the annual bulk order for the school is being developed. Day to day activities in the purchasing
process relating to board approved budgets consume little time. In larger schools with
technical and vocational programs the frequency of initiating purchase orders throughout the
year is increased as well as the time required to complete the purchasing cycle. Secretaries are
also involved in purchasing and other activities relating to school funds. Secretaries were
asked to include this in the “other” category described below.

•

Payroll: This is a significant time consumer for secretaries with the added stress that
deadlines must be met. Secretaries who are expected to create and report additional summary
information for the board on a weekly basis recorded higher percentages in this area. This was
noted as an example of downloading from the board that impacts on the time for school
priorities.

•

Receptionist: This area was noted as the greatest time consumer and the single greatest
interruption to other day to day work. Phone calls to/from parents and general public and
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visits to the office by students, staff and visitors can occur at any time throughout the day and
with a frequency that depends on the day. And each phone call or visit often requires further
action such as delivering a message or obtaining information. A closure due to bad weather is
but one example given by secretaries as a factor affecting time spent on the phone or dealing
with people in the office. Secretaries in single secretary schools also noted the difficulty
getting regular breaks because of the need to have office coverage at all times during the day.
Many secretaries stay over lunch hour and eat their meals in the office so have no break per se.
Noon breaks away from the office for other secretaries is made possible through the use of
student monitors or administrative presence. Student monitors are also used in several schools
to deliver messages and other materials to classrooms in an effort to reduce secretary time
spent in this area. Differences of opinion were received on the practice of using student
monitors.

2.5

•

Facility Rentals: This is reported as the least time consuming of all task areas even in
those schools where outside facility use is high. The main requirement is normally processing
the necessary paperwork as an administrator typically makes the decisions on any requests
received and deals with the users when problems arise.

•

Trouble Shooting:
Secretaries normally get involved with the day to day maintenance
of photocopiers, fax machines and other such equipment used in the school. Though relatively
small in terms of total time demand secretaries note that their involvement in problem solving
in this area often interrupts other work in progress; teacher or student requests for assistance
can occur at any time and usually involves work that can’t easily be delayed to a later time.

•

Supervision/Office Management:
Secretaries rate this area as consuming a significant
portion of their time. Activities are wide ranging including supervision of students sent to the
office for illness or other reasons, managing sign-in and sign-out procedures, issuing bus
passes, collecting permission slips for school activities, making announcements, selling school
supplies, etc.

•

Other: The most significant consumer of time reported in this area was involvement in
school fund-raising and lunch programs. In schools where fund raising occurs the secretary is
typically responsible for counting money, banking and maintaining records. In schools
without cafeterias secretaries are routinely involved in collecting milk/food orders,
distributing food, counting money, banking, keeping records, and arranging for volunteers.
Secretaries so involved expressed concern about the amount of time spent in this area relative
to other school needs as well as the sense of responsibility for so much money.
Training: The most helpful data received in this area relates to perceived needs. 47% of
the respondents indicated need for training in an accounting package such as Quicken as a
way to achieve more efficiency and better record keeping in school finances. The other
significant needs identified by the secretaries were for more training in Trevlac (29.4%) and in
Word Perfect (27.5%). Table 35 in Appendix A lists all the responses received.
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Conclusions

A general conclusion of this study is that school administration in PEI has become increasingly
complex and demanding and that most administrators feel stretched to the limit yet not satisfied with
the balance they are able to achieve between the managerial and leadership expectations of their roles.
Evidence is clear that administrators see themselves as educators first and foremost,
and are clinging to this priority even when their time is largely occupied with noneducational tasks.
School secretaries are also having difficulty coping with work demands in the time available.
A second general conclusion is that administrators and secretaries have high levels of job satisfaction
in spite of the frustrations. Reasons for this are complex but an obvious contributing factor is the
sense of belonging and connectedness these people generally feel in the school environment and a
common belief that the needs of children are their most important concern.
Administrator Roles and responsibilities:
Principals as a group are well prepared for their positions indicated by the high percentage with
degrees at the masters level, extensive teaching experience and experience in administration as
principal or vice-principal. Vice-principals as a group are less well prepared: a lower percentage have
qualifications at the masters level and a higher percentage have less than five years of teaching and no
previous administrative experience. The New Principal Mentor program has helped new principals
cope with their roles. Participation in local administrator training opportunities is a further indication
of the desire of principals and vice-principals to be better prepared for their work.
A team approach to school administration is the preferred choice in the schools. This is supported in
the literature and encouraged at the system level. Administrators appear to be working together
harmoniously but team work seemed to be weak in a number of schools where administrative tasks
are shared but little time is spent together on a day to day basis dealing with school wide issues.
Time was often cited as the reason but perceptions of the vice-principals role by the principal and/or
the vice-principal is also significant. In other schools, even those where administrators had little time
free from teaching, there appears to be a genuine attempt to involve each other in decisions related to
their own roles and collaborate in matters affecting the whole school. The literature on team
development emphasizes the need for members of the team to be clear on their own role and to
understand how that relates to the roles of the other team members. Role clarification is necessary for
effective team work.
The role of the principal is well defined and understood: The School Act defines the dimensions of
the role as chief school administrator, building site manager and instructional leader in terms of 16
specific duties and responsibilities. The roles of the vice-principal and department head are less clear
and consistent system wide with the result that there is variance from school to school. Is the role of
the vice-principal defined simply “to act as the chief administrator of the school in the absence of the
principal” and otherwise carry out assigned administrative and teaching tasks with no particular
involvement in other aspects of school administration? Or does the role include being part of an
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administrative team, and being expected to participate actively in problem solving and decision
making in all areas of school administration? Is the vice-principal role defined as “helper” to the
principal or as a “partner” with a different level of responsibility? Is it a training ground for the
principalship even if the person in the position has no aspirations to be a principal? The department
head role also needs clarification. Is it an unique role in curriculum and instruction in the school or is
it similar to that of a vice-principal without the expressed expectation of having to be responsible for
the school in the principal’s absence?
Responsibilities assigned to vice-principals cover the gamut of administrative tasks. Time free from
teaching partially determines the scope and nature of involvement. Special skills and training are
required in some positions at the secondary level, for example, in computer assisted student
scheduling.
Principals and vice-principals are involved in time consuming tasks outside their roles such as being
the receptionist before and after the secretary’s hours of work In some schools, administrators also
cover for the secretary to permit a lunch break. Principals and vice principals are also involved in
gathering information, keeping records and preparing reports or other documents in a variety of areas
that could be done by a school secretary. Sometimes this is by choice but more often because
secretaries are perceived to be too busy or not trained sufficiently to do the work. A notable example
of this is the number of administrators in large high schools who spend hours entering data and
printing lists associated with the Trevlac timetabling and mark reporting process. Administrator time
is precious; all available time should be devoted to role related duties with as much paperwork as
possible deferred to the secretary.
The role of the secretary as support to students, staff and general administration of the school is
generally well defined. Increasing demands for administrative support have resulted in decreased
services to teachers in most schools. Providing support to the school’s fundraising program and the
milk/special lunch program where it exists consumes an inordinate amount of secretary time.

Time Available for administration:
Principals and vice-principals are busy people spending, on average, 54-55 hours per week on
administrative/teaching duties. No more time is realistically available except in crisis situations. A
further restriction is that visiting classes and working with students and teachers must occur during
times classes are in session which is about 5 hours of a typical 8.8 hour work day. The heavier the
teaching load the less time available.
The apportioning of administrative time to the principal, vice-principal and department heads is done
by the principal and the ratio by which it is divided varies from school to school. Clear role
definitions and the breadth and scope of assigned duties and responsibilities should guide these
decisions. The greater the involvement of the vice-principal in the overall administration of the school
the greater the portion of the total administrative time the position requires, normally up to half that of
the principal in smaller schools. Larger schools with more than 1.5 fte administrative
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time have other options including additional vice-principal positions.
Each school must have sufficient administrative time for activities that can only be done during the
school day. Using administrative fte per student as an indicator, it is clear that schools with less than
150 students need more administrative time (0.11 on the average) to be comparable to that available
in larger schools.
Administrators are now, on average, spending much more than the one or two weeks once required to
carry out administrative duties during the July and August time period. This is a source of
dissatisfaction and needs to be addressed.
The secretaries are also very busy people during their work day and have no apparent time for
additional support without responsibilities being removed or work day increased.
The need for additional secretarial time in smaller schools is greatest not because of greater work
demands per se but to ensure visitors, phone calls and other services of the office are available
throughout the school day. The absence of this is an additional burden on administrative time.
Time utilization:
Experienced administrators identify societal, curricular, organizational and procedural changes and
initiatives in the past five years as significant contributers to the current reality for administrators,
described by most principals and vice-principals as being inundated with paperwork and other
managerial activities resulting in insufficient time and emphasis on activities associated with
educational and instructional leadership.
A strong case can be made from the literature on Change theory and System theory in support of the
conclusion that change from whatever source is happening too rapidly for proper implementation and
that school administrators, as people in the middle, would be particularly affected by this situation.
Too much happening too fast leads to more crisis management and a lowering in feelings of efficacy.
School Boards and the Department of Education are strategically positioned to control the extent to
which organizational, procedural or curricular changes are adopted. They too can control the extent to
which outside agencies place demands on school time.
Risk management has been a central theme in policy development in the past five years, risk
management not only in the sense of greater attention to the health, safety and well being of students
and staff but also in the sense of minimizing the likelihood of legal challenges. The need for both is
recognized by administrators but with this increased sense of accountability and liability comes the
concern about system support should a challenge occur. Preoccupation with dotting every “i” and
crossing every “t” lest there be a challenge can also increase the management focus. It can also result
in decisions not to participate in a worthwhile educational endeavour because of concerns about risk
or that the effort required to get all the approvals and signatures required outweighs the possible
benefit.
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Suggestions for Improvement:
This report has identified a number of role definition and time availability/utilization issues that are
presenting unique challenges to in-school administrators. On going societal and system wide change
and limited resources make the problems more complex and solutions more difficult to achieve.
The following suggestions are presented as a basis for further discussion. They embrace the belief that
improvement is possible by a greater synergism of effort achieved through well defined roles, clearer
job descriptions and more effective team work at all levels in the system; by ensuring that
administrators have adequate administrative time and administrative support to carry out their day to
day work while maintaining the educational and instructional leadership focus valued so highly by
current administrators; and by reducing to a minimum activities that detract from the appropriate use
of administrative time. They also reflect the belief that particular efforts need to be made to encourage
candidates with appropriate qualifications and experience to prepare and apply for future
administrative positions.
1

Efficiency and effectiveness:

Interventions to strengthen the team approach at the school and system level will contribute to the
synergism of effort and that help ensure decisions made have the benefit of input and the support of
those charged with the responsibility to carry them out.
Suggestion #1

A cooperative effort of all partners be undertaken to develop a statement on the
roles of vice-principals and department heads which would be used as a guide for
recruitment and hiring as well as the development of job descriptions and
assignment of administrative time.

Suggestion #2

Regular opportunities be provided for school and system administrators to
meaningfully discuss issues of mutual concern in an environment where input is
welcomed and valued, and where issues can be brought forth without concern for
repercussions.

Suggestion #3

Increased attention be given to ensure meetings of principals at the system level are
effective and efficient in use of time by focusing on relevant system issues and
minimizing time spent disseminating information that could more appropriately be
done by other means.

Suggestion #4

Opportunities be made available for principals and vice-principals as groups to get
together to share ideas, problems and frustrations in a constructive environment
and to develop a sense of team. Learning from each other and establishing
connections for later advice and assistance is highly valued.
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2

Controlling/Reducing Administrative Work Load:

Suggestion #5

Plans for policy development or implementation of new initiatives at school level
be reviewed with a view to significantly reducing activity in these areas for at
least one year concentrating system efforts and resources instead to supporting the
implementation of current initiatives.

Suggestion #6

More aggressive action to be taken at the system level to screen out requests from
outside agencies for school participation in projects.

Suggestion #7

Current expectations for reports and paperwork from boards and the Department
of Education be reviewed with a view to reducing demands, eliminating
duplication and streamlining the process.

Suggestion #8

Hiring policies of the boards and section 32:02(b) of the Memorandum of
Agreement to be examined with a view to reducing the time administrators need
to spend on staffing in July and August.

3

Additional Administrative Time:

Additional administrative time is required even if other interventions are undertaken to ensure that
which is now available is most effectively used.
Any additional administrative time should not be at the expense of instructional staff allocations.
Suggestion #9

Additional administrative time be provided to schools with less than 150 students
to bring the total administrative time to a level more comparable to that in larger
schools which, on average, is 0.0030 fte per student.

Suggestion #10

A staffing formula be established that will ensure each school in future has a
minimum level of administrative time to be apportioned to the principal and
vice-principal(s). This formula should be based on some factor relating to school
size such as fte/student and provide no less than 0.46 fte for any given school
which would translate into a total of 0.60 fte time free from teaching for the
principal and vice-principal. The existence of such a formula should not preclude
any given school from providing additional administrative time through its own
staffing plan and manner of organizing for instruction.

4

Additional Secretarial Support:

An increase in secretary hours is needed to provide more support to the school administration if
present levels of support in other areas is to be maintained and if some clerical tasks now being done
by some school administrators are delegated to the secretary. The level of need has to be established
on a school by school basis as each school is unique in terms of current practice. Current practice
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also needs to be re-examined to determine if there is secretarial time to be gained by introducing
efficiencies or by reducing/eliminating some tasks or services that should no longer be a priority.
Suggestion #11

The decision to increase secretary hours should not be made before determining
added administrative support services required and any services now provided by
secretaries that should be reduced or eliminated. Each school should make this
determination with a view to delegating, where appropriate, all routine
paperwork and other work of a clerical nature in support of the school
administration to the secretary. Included in this determination should be options
for providing receptionist services in the absence of the school secretary.

Ideally each school, regardless of size, needs a minimum of 6 hours per day or 0.86 fte to provide
receptionist and other office services to the students, staff and public during the school day. This
would increase the fte per student ratio in 15 of the smallest schools, schools that already have a
higher fte per student ratio than their larger counterparts. In the smallest of schools where this might
result in more secretarial time than required, consideration could be given to assigning additional
tasks in support of the system, tasks that could be done at the school and at times convenient to the
secretary.
Suggestion # 12

Notwithstanding suggestion #11, consideration be given to increasing secretary
fte to a level where each school has a minimum of 6 hours per day.

Recruiting/Hiring Best Candidates:
The complex demands of school administration require the most qualified and suitable candidates
be recruited for future positions. Current principals in PEI schools are well qualified. Viceprincipals need to receive appropriate on-the-job training for principalships and to have on-going
opportunities for further training in administration through locally sponsored institutes and
workshops as well as university level courses and programs. Good vice-principal experience is
recognized in the system as almost a prerequisite for a principalship.
Current policies on transfer and an increased rate of retirements have resulted in opportunities for
principals and vice-principals to move to other schools and for vice-principals to obtain
principalships. Transfer policies have, however, limited principalships open to competition by viceprincipals. This matter needs attention so that vice-principals qualified and suitable for
principalships are not overly discouraged from aspiring to those positions.
Efforts also need to be made to ensure that teachers with good administrative potential are
encouraged to develop their skills through further training and leadership experience at the school
level. Good candidates are needed to fill vice-principalships that will be opening in the future.
Suggestion #13

The New Principal Mentor Program be continued and strengthened if possible.

Suggestion #14

Current initiatives for training available to vice-principals and aspiring
administrators be continued.
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Suggestion #15

The possibility of reinstating the Sabbatical Leave Program be considered as
another avenue to encourage further training in educational administration.

Suggestion #16

Strategies be developed that will encourage vice-principals to compete for
principalships.

Suggestion #17

Strategies be developed to encourage teachers with administrative potential in the
system to develop their skills and to be better informed and prepared to make a
decision about a future involvement in school administration.
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